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Recent work has argued that sound symbolism plays a much larger part in language than previously
believed, given the assumption of the arbitrariness of the sign.* A slate of recent papers on Pokémonastics, for example, has found sound symbolic associations to be rampant in Pokémon names
cross-linguistically. In this paper, we explore a real-world dataset that parallels Pokémon, in which
human players similarly have physical attributes of weight, height, and power: Major League Baseball. We investigated phonological correlations between baseball player statistics and their given
first names, chosen baseball-official first names, and baseball nicknames. We found numerous
sound symbolic associations in player-chosen names and nicknames, where conscious design plays
a role in choosing a name that may communicate an attribute. These associations were often mediated by language-specific hypocoristic formation processes. We conclude that sound symbolism
occurs in real-world naming practices, but only when names are chosen agentively in cognizance
of the relevant attributes.
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Introduction

The principle of the arbitrariness of the sign holds that human language involves no intrinsic relationships between linguistic form and linguistic meaning or function (e.g., Saussure 1915; Hockett
1959). The existence of sound symbolism, in which the phonological form of a word imitates its
referent, suggests that the sign is not so arbitrary after all (e.g., Sapir 1929). These two concepts
have long been at odds with each other in linguistic analysis: to what extent are phonological
systems intertwined with semantic ones?
Recent work has pushed the idea that sound symbolism plays a much larger part in language than previously believed (e.g., Hinton et al. 1994; Spence 2011; Dingemanse et al. 2015;
Lockwood & Dingemanse 2015; Sidhu & Pexman 2018). A slate of recent papers on Pokémonastics, for example, has studied the sound symbolic associations that appear rampant in Pokémon
names cross-linguistically (e.g., Kawahara et al. 2018; Shih et al. 2018, in prep; Starr et al. 2018;
Kawahara & Kumagai, to appear). This work has shown sound symbolic patterns that correlate
with the attributes of fictional Pokémon characters in the eponymous video games. For example,
Pokémon with longer names tend to be heavier, longer/taller, more powerful, and more evolved
than their counterparts with shorter names. This effect holds across many languages, including
Japanese, English, Mandarin, Cantonese, Korean, and Russian (Shih et al., in prep).
*
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The sound symbolic patterns in Pokémon names (pokemonikers) extend beyond name
length: they include associations of vowel and consonant qualities, as well as of reduplication and
tone. While some of these patterns, like the length effect, are cross-linguistic (though see Shih et
al., in prep for specific discussion of this point), other patterns are shown to be language-specific,
clearly deriving from the existing phonological sound symbolic associations that already exist in
a particular language. Japanese pokemonikers, for instance, demonstrate a negative correlation
between the presence of labial consonants and the size and power of Pokémon. Shih et al. (2018)
suggest that this stems from the existing association in Japanese between labial sounds and babies
(see e.g., Kumagai & Kawahara 2017 on labiality in Japanese diaper brand names). In contrast,
the other languages in the Pokémon studies did not show such labiality correlations.
Shih et al. (2018, in prep) assert that the sound symbolic associations in Pokémon names
are not incidental, but instead that their purpose is to cue relevant game-specific information about
the characters. The Pokémon attributes that were found to have the most robust sound symbolic
associations cross-linguistically were those that were most relevant to gameplay, including power
and evolutionary stage, and to some extent, character weight and height. On the other hand, Pokémon gender, which was not a part of the original videogames, did not have as many or as strong
sound symbolic associations in their corpus. In comparison, human name phonotactics often carry
robust cues to gender, which is evolutionarily relevant information in the real world. Female names
and male names in English, for example, differ in many aspects, from their name lengths and stress
patterns to their propensities of vowels versus consonants (e.g., Amanda vs. Adam; see e.g., Slater
& Feinman 1985; Cassidy et al. 1999; Sidhu & Pexman 2015; for gender-based phonotactics in
other languages, see e.g., Starr et al. 2018). Together, Pokémonastics and other recent work on
sound symbolism (in names, see Sidhu & Pexman 2015, 2019 for recent overviews; elsewhere in
languages, see e.g., Newman 2001; Bergen 2004; Dingemanse 2012; Gasser et al. 2010) suggest
that non-arbitrariness is not only a natural but also potentially sizable part of human language, and
that it serves linguistic purposes—as arbitrariness does—beyond pure mimicry.1
A critical confound in the Pokémonastics work, however, is that all of the Pokémon names
are designed for each character. While sound symbolism may or may not be a conscious part of
Pokémon name choice, it is undeniable that game designers have in mind particular Pokémon
attributes that they want to highlight when choosing suitable names. The Pokémonastics work has
shown that the sound symbolism in Pokémon names are scaffolded on existing sound symbolic
associations that speakers already have for their respective languages, but it remains unclear to
what extent such sound symbolic associations are only prevalent because they are so designed.
In this paper, we explore a real-world dataset that parallels Pokémon, in which human
players similarly have physical attributes of weight, height, and power statistics: Major League
Baseball.2 We examine phonological correlations between baseball player statistics and their given
first names, chosen baseball-official first names, and baseball nicknames. There is a body of previous research on baseball nicknames (see e.g., Skipper 1981, 1990, 1992; Wilson & Skipper 2013)
and orthographic features of baseball player names (see e.g., Newman et al. 2009), but, to the best
of our knowledge, this study is the first to focus on sound symbolic patterns in all baseball player
names, from their birth names and hypocoristics to their baseball-specific nicknames. Our results
show vanishingly few sound symbolic associations between given names and player attributes—
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as we might expect, since human names, unlike Pokémon ones, are usually assigned at birth before
information such as weight, height, and especially baseball aptitude is known. However, we do
find numerous sound symbolic associations in player-chosen names and nicknames, where conscious design plays a role in choosing a name that may communicate an attribute (see e.g., Bois
2019a, 2019b for pioneering work on athletes, including baseball players, who go by the hypocoristic Bob). Some of these sound symbolic associations are a reflex of existing morphological patterns in English, such as the diminutive construction, but others are not reducible to such
‘grammaticalized’ instances of sound symbolism. We conclude that sound symbolism occurs in
real-world naming practices, but only when names are chosen agentively in cognizance of the
relevant attributes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents data and methodology. Section 3
presents results of this exploratory study. Sections 4 discusses and concludes, respectively.
2

Data and Methodology

Data comes from the Lahman’s Baseball Database (Lahman 2018), using R package lahman
(Friendly et al. 2019). Lahman’s database includes data for Major League Baseball players from
1871 to the present. For the current study, we used data for hitters beginning at the onset of the
live-ball era (1920) and ending in 2017; all players with more than 450 plate appearances total
were included.3
For baseball player attributes, we were interested in data that would parallel the attributes
examined in Pokémon: mainly, player weight, height, and “power”.4 Pokémon total power statistics are an amalgamation of many different characteristics, including speed, attack, and hit points.
For a parallel to Pokémon “power”, we examined four different statistics that approximate a hitter’s strength and effectiveness in baseball. First, slugging percentage (a scale from 0–4) is a proxy
for hitting power, calculated as the total number of bases divided by at-bats. Second, batting average approximates plate discipline and accuracy, measured by the number of hits divided by atbats. Third, batting average on balls in play (BABIP)—batting average calculated on only the
balls hit into play—measures a player’s hitting skill independent of power and plate discipline.
Finally, on-base percentage plus slugging (OPS) proxies a player’s overall skill at the plate, which
encompasses power, accuracy, and plate discipline. For each player, we took the statistics from
the year in which they had their highest slugging percentage, to get a picture of their peak performance.
For baseball player names, we had access to three sets of first names for players: their given
first names at birth, their chosen baseball-official first names (as registered with the league), and,
for some players, their baseball nicknames. For example, Robert Gibson was born Robert, but
registered as Bob, and garnered the nickname Hoot. Data for the nicknames were taken from the
Wikipedia page listing Major League Baseball nicknames (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_baseball_nicknames). Not all players have nicknames: only 324 nicknames
were provided in the Wikipedia list for our data. All first names were phonologically transcribed
by a combination of automatic annotation via the Unisyn lexicon (Fitt 2001) and manually by the
3
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authors. About 294 first names were excluded due to uncertain and unverifiable pronunciation. All
told, there are 2557 total players (i.e., hitters) in our dataset.
Henceforth, we use registered to refer to all first names officially registered in Major
League Baseball (n=2557). Given refers to first names given at birth (n=1064), and chosen refers
to registered names that differ from those given at birth (n=1495). Nickname refers to baseball
nicknames taken from the Wikipedia list of baseball nicknames (n=324), most of which differ from
chosen or given names.
Correlations between phonological features and baseball player attributes were tested using
basic correlation tests (Spearman or Kendall, where appropriate) and regression modeling.
3

Results

We examined the same phonological features for English as Shih et al. (2018, in prep): the number
of each of the following features in a baseball player’s (first, nick) name:
(1)

Name length:
Vowel quality:
Consonant quality:

segments
high vowels, low vowels, front vowels, non-front vowels
voiced obstruents, voiceless obstruents, sonorants, labial consonants, alveolar consonants, velar consonants

Results are presented as follows: §§3.1–3.2 provide the results of weight/height and baseball statistics associations with players’ registered and given birth names. Section 3.3 discusses results in
players with nicknames.
3.1

Results: Player weight and height

For players’ registered names, we find significant sound symbolic correlations with vowel quality,
length, and consonant quality phonological factors. They are discussed below in turn.
3.1.1 Vowel quality and player weight
The registered names with more high vowels negatively correlate with player weight (ρ=–0.089,
p<0.0001***; see Figure 1).5, 6

5

* = significant at p<0.01; ** = significant at p<0.001; *** = significant at p<0.0001.
Only one player in our dataset, Yuniesky Betancourt, has a name with three high vowels. The high vowel correlation
still obtains even with this player excluded (ρ=–0.09, p<0.0001).
6
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Figure 1. Player weight (in pounds) by number of high vowels in registered names.

This effect mirrors the sound symbolic association found in the Pokémon dataset, where having
more high vowels in a pokemoniker correlated with smaller Pokémon (Shih et al. 2018).
We find a similar negative correlation for player height with the number of high vowels in
a registered name, although the correlation is somewhat weaker than the correlation between
player weight and high vowels (ρ=–0.086, p<0.0001***). Given that weight and height can be
somewhat correlated in and of themselves, we focus primarily on discussing the weight effects
here.
Why would we even expect to find correlations between the phonological patterns of human names and their physical attributes, such as weight? After all, it is unlikely that a name given
at birth would reflect aspects of adult form.7 To investigate this issue, we examined the portion of
the data in which a player’s chosen name differs from his given name (at birth).
For these players whose names were changed, their chosen names demonstrated sound
symbolic correlations. In comparison, their corresponding given names lacked significant sound
symbolic associations (though see §3.1.3 for a potential counterexample). For the chosen names
in this subset, the high vowel effect is the same as the overall chosen dataset (see Figure 1 for the
overall effect): the presence of more high vowels in a name is negatively correlated with weight
and height—the weight effect is shown in Figure 2a (ρ=–0.135, p<0.0001***). In contrast, the number of high vowels does not significantly correlate with weight or height in their given birth names
(for weight: ρ=0.047, p=0.07; for height: ρ=0.044, p=0.09).
For many of the player names that changed from given to chosen, the chosen names with
high vowels have an [–i] diminutive suffix: for example, Bob to Bobby (as in player Bobby Abreu,
born Bob). It turns out that the presence of a diminutive [–i] ending in a name significantly correlates with player weight: those with the ending are lighter than those without (χ=132.79;
p=0.0001**), as shown in Figure 2b. We find also that whether a chosen name has a diminutive
suffix is a significantly better predictor of weight than the count of high vowels in the player name
(ΔAIC=27). Thus, the results show that the sound symbolic effect for high vowels in player names
and player weight is driven primarily by the diminutive suffix in this dataset.
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Figure 2. Player weight (in pounds) by phonological factor in chosen names for players with different given and chosen names
(left to right): (a) number of high vowels; (b) presence of diminutive [–i].

3.1.2 Name length and player weight
In the overall dataset, longer registered names correlate with heavier players (ρ=0.094,
p<0.0001***; see Figure 3).8

Figure 3. Player weight (in pounds) by number of segments in registered names.

As with the high vowel effect in §3.1.1, this length effect parallels sound symbolic behaviour in
the pokemonikers, where longer names correlated with heavier Pokémon (e.g., Kawahara et al.
2018).
We also find a weight effect in the subset for different given-to-chosen player names. Unlike the overall registered names, however, there is actually a negative correlation between the
length of a name and the corresponding player’s weight (ρ=–0.089, p=0.0005**). This is illustrated
8

When name length is measured as the number of syllables, there is no effect. It is possible that there is more going
on here, since hypocoristics in English are often formed via the removal of syllables (rather than segments), but we
save this issue of name length specifics for future investigation.
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in Figure 4a. Similarly, there’s a negative height correlation as well (ρ=–0.102, p<0.0001***).
There is no significant correlation of name length with player weight or height for the players’
given birth names (ρ=–0.002, p=0.94).

Figure 4. Player weight (in pounds) by phonological factor in chosen names for players with different given and chosen names
(left to right): (a) number of segments; (b) number of syllables (with 3-syllable names excluded for this graph).

This seemingly opposite effect from the overall dataset—where there was a positive association
between name length and weight—is explained by the fact that many of these chosen names differ
from their given names in length via shortening (when they aren’t otherwise lengthened or kept
constant in length by the addition of a diminutive suffix): for example, Robert to Bob (as in Bob
Skinner, born Robert). As shown in Figure 4b, players whose chosen names have two syllables are
on average lighter than those whose chosen names only have one syllable (Figure 4b excludes
names with more than 2 syllables, for illustrative purposes). We see here, then, that like the diminutive formation and high vowel effect above, the sound symbolic associations with weight come
largely from the existing hypocoristic formation processes in English. That is, sound symbolic
effects for weight come into play when a name is chosen by design rather than via “raw” associations between phonological features and meaning.
3.1.3 Consonant quality and player weight
There are two main consonant quality phonological correlations with weight. The first is illustrated
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Player weight (in pounds) by number of sonorant consonants in registered names.

Registered names with more sonorant consonants significantly correlate with heavier players
(ρ=0.102, p<0.0001***). Similarly, English pokemonikers with more sonorant consonants also correlated with heavier Pokémon (see e.g., Shih et al. 2018).
Note that we also find a similar correlation between alveolar consonants and player weight,
but it is extremely likely that the alveolar consonant and the sonorant consonant effects are related
(and one and the same). The number of sonorant consonants and alveolar consonants in the baseball names are highly correlated: amongst registered names, the correlation between the two features is ρ=0.468, p<0.0001***. Indeed, most of the frequent sonorants are [ɹ, n]. In comparison,
there is no correlation between velar consonants and sonorants (ρ=–0.03, p=0.134), nor is there
correlation between labial consonants and sonorants (ρ=0.05, p=0.011).
Unlike the high vowel or length effects discussed above, the sonorant consonant sound
symbolic effect here is interestingly one that does not stem from the use of an existing English
hypocoristic formation: that is, there is no regular hypocoristic function in English that adds sonorant consonants. Instead, we find that the sonorant effect stems from the portion of the chosen
names that change because a player chooses to use their given middle name or some version of the
middle name instead of their first: for example, given first and middle David Dale to chosen Dale
(as in David Dale Alexander), or Leslie Charles to Charlie (as in Leslie Charles Spikes). Extremely
rarely do we find players’ chosen names with added sonorants that differ from both their first and
middle given names. An example is John Collins Ryan, who registered as Blondy Ryan.
The second consonant quality phonological correlation that we find with weight comes
from given names. Amongst the given names, names with more velar consonants are positively
correlated with heavier players, shown in Figure 6 (ρ=0.112, p<0.0001***).
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Figure 6. Player weight (in pounds) by number of velar consonants in given names.

This velar correlation does not track any of the Pokémon effects found in the previous literature.
Nor does it particularly resonate with noted behaviours of velars sound symbolically in English.
In the bouba kiki phenomenon, D’onofrio (2014) reported greater associations of velar sounds with
spiky objects (than, say, labial sounds; see also Sidhu & Pexman 2019), but to the best of our
knowledge, no claims have linked velars with specifically weight-based attributes for English
speakers.
The velar consonant correlation with weight found here is puzzling, especially as we do
not expect the phonology of given names to associate with adult human attributes. We hesitate at
this point to put much stock in the presence of velar-weight links in the baseball given name data,
especially because most of the names with 2 velar consonants are Frank and Gregory. The other
sound symbolic findings reported herein all involve many more unique name instantiations in the
patterns; as such, we can be more confident in their robustness.
3.2

Results: Baseball-specific statistics

The results reveal a single baseball-specific correlation between name phonology and baseball
statistic. There are no significant phonological correlations for the baseball statistics of slugging
percentage, batting average, or on-base percentage plus slugging (OPS). The only baseball statistic
that showed a significant phonological correlate was batting average on balls in play (BABIP),
which has a positive association with registered name length (ρ=0.089; p<0.0001***), shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Player batting average on balls in play (BABIP) by number of segments in registered names.

It is not completely clear to us why BABIP is the only baseball statistic to show a phonological
correlation, out of the 4 statistics investigated here. In fact, it was surprising that there is a phonological correlation to baseball statistic at all: players are, after all, born with given names and likely
settle on registered names before they know what their baseball performance will be in their best
playing years.
Moreover, the BABIP effect can be attributed largely to the section of players whose chosen registered names do not change from their given names. Examining the longest names in these
players provides a potential clue to why the BABIP effect may exist. The players with the longest
unchanged names include those shown in (2a), versus players with the longest changed given
names in (2b).
(2)

Longest given names (segment count > 8) and number of occurrences
a. No name change players
Francisco
Alejandro
Vladimir
Salvador
Andrelton
Giancarlo

b. Name change players
Kristopher, Christopher, Khristopher
Alexander
Baldomero
Salvatore
Dagoberto
Bernardo
Leonardo
Cornelius
Rigoberto
Maximilian
Constantino
Saturnino
Rutherford
Sebastian

We note that the majority of names in (2b) are of European origin, including 18 instances of Christopher (lumping together spelling variants) and 10 instances of Alexander in the dataset. These are
names that have established and common hypocoristics in English (e.g., Chris, Alex), while none
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of the longest names in (2a) have established English hypocoristics (with the possible exception
of Sal for Salvador). A possible source for the BABIP effect may be, then, demographic trends in
the make-up of major league baseball players resulting in an increase in players without readymade English hypocoristics, and an increased tolerance for non-shortened, non-English names.
Another possible explanation is that players who demonstrate a lot of batting skill do not feel the
need to shorten their names. However, we cannot make a conclusive argument for or against either
of these potential explanations, and neither of them predicts an effect on BABIP to the exclusion
of other batting statistics. It is possible that the BABIP correlation we find here is spurious—the
fact that we do not find any other baseball statistic associating with phonological patterning
strongly suggests to us that there is no true sound symbolic relationship between baseball player
chosen and given names and their hitting aptitudes.
3.3

Results: Player nicknames

Players with nicknames represent a much smaller subset of our data (n=324). Between player nicknames and their physical and baseball attributes, we find one significant positive association: more
voiced obstruents in a nickname correlates with taller players (ρ=0.186; p=0.0007**), as shown in
Figure 8. (No corresponding weight correlation was found.)

Figure 8. Player height (in inches) by number of voiced obstruents in nicknames.

Pokémon names demonstrated similar relationships between voiced obstruents and the Pokémon
attributes (see e.g., Kawahara et al. 2018; Shih et al. 2018), where larger and stronger characters
had names with more voiced obstruents, particularly in Japanese. English Pokémon names also
demonstrated an effect—albeit weaker—of voiced obstruents and size; previous research on English and Japanese sound symbolism has also shown that English speakers share intuitions between
voicing and size in sound symbolism (Iwasaki et al. 2007; Kawahara & Kumagai, to appear).
It is curious that we do not find more sound symbolic associations amongst the nicknames,
since the formation of baseball nicknames (beyond the chosen names) is less constrained by, say,
strong faithfulness pressures to given names: e.g., Crime Dog from given name Frederick and
chosen name Fred (as in Fred ‘Crime Dog’ McGriff). The dataset of nicknames here is small, and
the players who are most likely to garner nicknames are often the best ones, which compresses the
range of baseball statistics in the dataset. Furthermore, nicknames not derived from given names
are declining in popularity in baseball over the last century, generally (see e.g., Skipper 1981).
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Lastly, it is most probable that there are many different attributes that someone would want to
communicate using a baseball nickname—many of which we do not examine in the current study.
Skipper (1981; see also Skipper 1990) reports, for instance, that in addition to physical attributes
(e.g., whether someone is a left-handed player), baseball nicknames in the first half of the 20th
century often make reference to familial relationships, ethnicity, personality traits and habits, and
geographical location.
4

Discussion and Conclusion

Our investigation of sound symbolic patterning in the names of Major League Baseball players
found significant phonological correlations with players’ physical characteristics only in the chosen names and nicknames, and not in the given first names.9 The results include a negative correlation between high vowels and player weight, which we argue is due to diminutive hypocoristics
being disproportionally chosen by smaller players. We also find a correlation between name length
and player weight, which we argue is due to truncation hypocoristics being disproportionally chosen by larger players. For players whose chosen first name differs from, and is not a hypocoristic
of, their given first name (e.g., players who choose to go by their middle name instead of their first
name), we found a positive correlation between the number of sonorant consonants in the chosen
name and player weight. Among nicknames, we found a positive correlation between the number
of voiced obstruents and player weight. All of these effects found run parallel to previous findings
in the pokémonastics literature. We found no significant correlations between any sound symbolic
factor and baseball performance, modulo one correlation with BABIP; we do not have an explanation for this correlation, or for why only BABIP amongst the baseball statistics is involved with
it.
Overall, our results support the existence of comparable sound symbolic pressures within
baseball player names and Pokémon names, but only when design is involved—that is to say, only
when the naming choices are made agentively and in cognizance of the relevant attributes. Some
of these sound symbolic effects are reducible to ‘grammaticalized’ sound symbolism, as in the
cases of English diminutive and truncation hypocoristics, but others are not, as in the case of nonhypocoristic differences between given and chosen names. It appears as though when people are
given a choice of names amongst a circumscribed set of salient alternatives—like the choice between faithfulness to a full first name, application of a hypocoristic process, or going by a middle
name—sound symbolic pressures exert some influence on the choice. Our observation of fewer
sound symbolic effects in the non-registered nicknames might reflect the fact that the nicknames
are not chosen from a circumscribed set of salient alternatives, or might simply reflect the fact that
our smaller dataset of nicknames—many of which are assigned by different entities for different
reasons at different times in a player’s career—allows us less resolution to identify the relevant
sound symbolic patterns.
In pokémonastics, the most robust effects are associated with attributes relevant to gameplay, like power and evolution. In baseball player names, we see instead that physical attributes
such as weight and height are most correlated with sound symbolic patterns. We hypothesize that
this is because baseball players are human beings, who exist for many non-baseball-related purposes. In contrast, Pokémon inhabit a constructed universe that they populate almost exclusively
9
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known English sound symbolic patterns.
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for gameplay-related purposes. Physical attributes play a role in many areas of a baseball player’s
life that their batting averages are irrelevant to, and so it is unsurprising that these attributes show
the most robust sound symbolic associations. Additionally, baseball players may settle on a preferred first name prior to—and thus while they’re still unaware of—their future baseball performance. Given the divergences between the constructed universe inhabited by the Pokémon and the
real word inhabited by Major League Baseball players, we take it to be a remarkable finding that
baseball players’ choices of registered names appear subject to similar pressures as those that are
at play in pokémonastics at all.
The findings of this paper are a first look in a naturally-occurring dataset at the associations
of human names with physical and performance-based attributes. There are several avenues for
future development. Players are more likely to choose new first names than surnames; thus, the
immutability of surnames makes it such that we do not expect to find sound symbolic patterns in
the surnames of Major League Baseball players. This study only investigated hitting statistics: it
would be interesting to explore whether sound symbolic correlations exist with pitching and fielding statistics (cf., Newman et al. 2009 on orthographic correlations in names with pitching performance). The baseball statistics we have examined here are traditional baseball statistics, and are
subject to a variety of baseball-specific confounds that keep them from being a true measure of
player skill (Thorn & Palmer 1984; Tango et al. 2007). An investigation making use of more sophisticated baseball statistics (e.g., Statcast) could provide more accurate measures on the baseball
front. Major League Baseball is not the only baseball league; a comparison with, say, Nippon
Professional Baseball, could illuminate informative differences and similarities in sound symbolism cross-linguistically, as pokemonikers do. Likewise, a comparison with professional female
athletes could shed light on how gender modulates sound symbolic name associations (see e.g.,
Wilson & Skipper 2013 on nicknames for professional female baseball players). Our analysis does
not take into account fluctuation in league-level statistics (e.g., movement between pitcher-dominated and hitter-dominated eras), providing a potential confound, especially as fluctuation in
league-level statistics might be accompanied by fluctuation in the ethnic makeup of Major League
Baseball and, as a result, cultural naming practices. Finally, we might wonder whether baseball
fans have internalized sound symbolic correspondences. This could be investigated via an experimental study presenting participants with nonce names of fictional baseball players, and measuring
expectations about those players’ physical attributes and baseball performance. We leave the pursuit of these avenues to future work.
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